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ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Monday

Trustees deny
police union
contract

October 6, 2008
Volume 103. Issue SO
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Addressing the
tough stuff
Rev. Gene Robinson,
an openly gay
Episcopalian bishop,
will be speaking at
Duke University, talking
about issues of faith
and identity | Page 3

No singleissue voting in
this election

ByGinaPotthoff
Managing Editor

The rejection of the University's
only union contract overshadowed all other areas of the
University Board of Trustee
meeting Friday.
TheUniversityCampus Police,
which has been unionized since
the early 1990s, was seeking a
new contract to replace their
three-year contract that expired
in April.
Amid the room Filled with "I
support BGSU Police" t-shirts
and police uniforms, the board
turned down the IUPA local 103
fact finder report, which called
for a 19 percent increase in salaries over three years.
"We must act within our current economic budget," said
lull n Harbal II, chair of the
board. "The board cannot adopt
and approve the results of the
fact finder."
While the Campus Police
hoped for 22 percent over
three years, the University only
offered a minimum of a 9 percent increase over three years.
President of the Union and
Police Officer leremy Davies
said all schools have the same
fundamental issues, so they
should be getting paid about
the same.
"We just want a fair and equitable |contract|," Davies said.
The 23-member union
includes five dispatchers, one
records personnel and 17 police

Columnist Levi Joseph
Wonder writes about
the uncommonly broad
range of important
issues being raised, so
voters have more to
choose from | Page 4

What do you
want to be?
It is a question that
students get asked
from childhood
through adulthood and
faculty columnist Phill
Schurrer stresses the
importance of being
true to one's self
| Page 4

Woman shoots
herself to avoid
being evicted
A 90-year-old woman,

A voice for Obama
By Ryan Sullivan

who was being evicted

Campus Editor

from her home, shot
herself in the chest

Students who showed up to see "Family Guy"
creator Seth MacFarlane thought his speech
was freakin' sweet.
The event was part of the Obama campaign's last-minute effort to get people registered to vote before today's voter registration
deadline.
Adrianne Palicki, a star of the television
show "Friday Night Lights," was also on hand
to lend their support to the Obama campaign
at a rally that took place on Saturday morning
outside of University Hall.
I 'alii:ki was the first to speak and discussed

before sheriffs
deputies had the
chance to escort her
from her house
| Page 5

Falling prey
to the Eagles
In a stunning upset i
the last few minutes

the opportunity that most students had
because this is their first chance to vote.
During her speech, the Toledo native also
talked about the increase in tuition in the
past eight years and how Ohio, as a swing
See OBAMA | Page 2

"We must
act within our
current economic
budget."
John Harbal II | Chair of the Board

officers.
"Clearly, we'll go back to the
bargaining table," said Rebecca
Ferguson, assistant vice president of human resources. "We
had to agree to disagree about
money."
She said there is no time constraint to findinga new contract
so they'll continue to work it
out.
The University and the
Campus Police had been in
negotiations since June, said
Director of Public Safety lames
Wiegand.
"We've been through this
before," Wiegand said in reference to the contract negotiations that take place every three
years when the contract is up.
Prior to the 35-minute executive session that resulted in (he
contract rejection, the board
discussed other issues on the
agenda, including the progress
of capital planning projects and
fundraising.
The Building Dreams campaign has reached SI37.4 milSee CONTRACT | Page 2

Three arrested in
k

AT BGNEWS.COM: Go to bgnews.com tocreck
out "family Guy" creator Seth MacFarlane's speech at
University Hall and interview

McDonald laptop thefts

of the Homecoming

By Ryan Sullivan

game against Eastern
Michgan University, the
Falcons lose 24-21 to
the Eagles | Page 6

BGSU nursing students
look to Ul for classes
By Kyi* Reynolds

Senior Reporter

Which "Family Guy"
would you like to see as
president?

BGSU nursing students may be
taking all their classes at the
rival Rockets' school, but they
are still Falcons.
In 2006, the former Medical
University of Ohio merged with
the University of Toledo to create the UT1 lealth Science campus.
Students start out at BGSU or
UTinapre-nursingprogramfor
two years and then they apply
to the UT nursing program and
upon acceptance they take all
of their classes al the UT Health
Science Campus.
The program is highly competitive; students must have a
2.5 GPA in order to apply to the
program, but the past couple

years the GPA's have been so
high that the lowest GPA to
get in this year was a 3.3, said
lessica Clifford, BGSU academic adviser of pre-nursing.
"Students with only a 2.5
should not expect to get in,"
Clifford said.
Both BGSU and UT pre-nursing students compete for about
175 available spots in the nursing program, said Clifford.
Susan Batten, assistant dean
of undergraduate studies for
UT's College of Nursing, said
admission into the UT nursing program is based solely on
GPA.
"If 100 BG students and 100
UT students apply, then the
See NURSING | Page 2

Campus Editor

If you want^
to vote in T
November...
Today is the deadline
for voter registration^

Ohio. All Ohio-resicTents
must be registered by
the-end of the day in
order to vote in the
Presidential election--''
on Nov. 4: Voters
registrations forms can
. be found at the Union
information desk and in
the residence hallsr^

Two Defiance College football
players and one other Defience
College student were arrested
by University police eariy Friday
morning after allegedly stealing
three laptops and an iPod from
McDonald residence hall.
Aaron Wlialey, 18, of Oak
Park, Mich., and Emanuel
Onwuemene. 18, of Livonia,
Mich., both freshmen football
players, were charged with burglary. Benjamin Sayalith, 18, of
Carey, Ohio, was charged with
receiving stolen property after
the three were found in possession of the stolen items, according to a University police report.
Whaley and Onwuemene
allegedly ran into a student's
room in McDonald hall while
she was text messaging on her
bed. Whaley then took her notebook and fled into the guest
bathroom.
The student waited for him
to come out of the bathroom,
but when he did, the notebook
wasn't in his hands.

WWWSXCHU

BUSTED: Allegedly, mo Defiance College
students ran into a University student's room
while they were in bed and took her laptop

The suspects were identified
by University police from surveillance footage and arrested
at approximately 3:30 a.m. in
possession of the laptops.
Upon being arrested, Whaley
admitted to committing the
thefts while Onwuemene
acted as a lookout in the hall.
Whaley then told police that
he, Onwuemene and Sayalith
are members of the Defiance
College football team and "had
come to Bowling Green to have
See LAPTOPS | Page 2

JEREMY LEWIS
Senior. Philosophy

i

"Stewie. He's a bad
mother - shut
your mouth!"

| Page 4

i

By Douglass K. DanUl
The Associated Press

TODAY
tn\

Palin's new attacks on Obama may be more harmful the helpful

Partly Cloudy
High: 67. Low: 43

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 70. Low: 51

WASHINGTON — By claiming
that Democrat Barack Obama
is "palling around with terrorists" and doesn't see the U.S. like
other Americans, vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin targeted key goals for a faltering
campaign.
And though she may have
scored a political hit each time,
her attack was unsubstantiated
and carried a racially tinged subtext that John McCain himself

may come to regret.
First, Palin's attack shows that
her energetic debate with rival
loe Biden may be just the beginning, not the end, of a sharpened
role in the battle to win the presidency.
"Our opponent ... is someone
who sees America, it seems, as
being so imperfect, imperfect
enough, that he's palling around
with terrorists who would target
their own country," Palin told a
group of donors in Englewood,
Colo. A deliberate attempt to
smear Obama, McCain's ticket-

mate echoed the line at three
separate events Saturday.
"This is not a man who sees
America like you and I see
America," she said. "We see
America as a force of good in
this world. We see an America of
exceptionalism."
Obama isn't above attacking
McCain's character with loaded
words, releasing an ad yesterday
that calls the Arizona Republican
"erratic" — a hard-to miss sugMAnROUdH I APPH0I0
PARTY!: Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin is seen at a watch party prior to the litst presidential debate

See ATTACKS | Page 2
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BLOTTER
FRIDAY
11:30 A.M.
Alex K. Karichu. 27. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for disorderly
conduct
7:45 RM.
Sean C. Oman, 24. of Findlay.
was cited for possession of marijuana within the 1600 block of East
Wooster Street.
10:41 P.M.
Lance TC Jackson Jr.. 23. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
OVI
11:18 PM.
Samuel J. Arnold, 19, of Sylvania,
Ohio, was arrested for underage
possession of alcohol within the
1400 block of Scott Hamilton
Avenue.
11:35 RM.
Benjamin T. Plassman. 21. of
Napoleon. Ohio, was arrested for
underage possession of alcohol
and open container.
11:43 RM.
Garrett J. Krause. 20. of Tiffin.
Ohio, was arrested for open container
11:48 RM.
Chris Incorvaia Jr. 19. of
Perrysburg. was cited for public
urination within the 500 block of
North Main Street.

SATURDAY
12:01 AM.
Gunther R. Legg. 20. of Hilliard.
Ohio, was cited for underage
under the influence and public
urination within the 100 block of
Manville Avenue
12:08 A.M.
Justin D. Eckhari. 20. of
Perrysburg. was cited for underage
possession.
12:14 A.M.
James Todd Tudor. 26. of Bowling
Green, was cited for assault.
12:19 A.M.
Stephen L Hunley. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for possession
of marijuana and underage possession of alcohol, and Kyle R.
Maurer, 20. of Avon Lake. Ohio,
was cited for underage possession
of alcohol and open container at a
residence within the 300 block of
North Enterprise Street.
12:35 A.M.
Samantha L. Foltz. 19. of Findlay.
was cited for open container and
underage possession of alcohol.
1243 A.M.
Bradley W King. 21, of Perrysburg.
was cited for open container of
alcohol.

0BAMA
12:53 A.M.
Mark T Cunningham, 21. of Toledo,
was arrested for open container of
alcohol: Benjamin A. Goldberg. 19.
of Toledo, was arrested for underage possession of alcohol and
Alexander Balogh. 19. was arrested
for underage possession and open
container.
1:07 A.M.
Ryan P. Reidy. 24. of Hartford City.
Indiana, was cited for public urination.
1:46 A.M.
Anthony J. Caprella, 19. of Lima.
was cited for public urination.
1:52 A.M.
David C Hoile. 29. of Custar. Ohio.
was arrested for public urination.
2:32 A.M.
Brett A. Libal, 21. of Strongsville.
Ohio, was arrested for disorderly
conduct
243 A.M.
Antonio D. Belcher. 27. of Toledo,
was cited for public urination.
7:19 A.M.
Benjamin W. Collman. 20. of
Bowling Green, was arrested
for criminal trespassing, criminal
mischief, underage under the influence and prohibited acts.
10:23 RM.
Ryan P. Conroy. 20, of Van Buren.
Ohio, was arrested for public urination.
10:56 RM.
Adam M. Smith. 21. of Harrison,
Ohio, was cited for public urination.
11:30 RM.
Dennis Kane Smith Jr. 21, and
Marquise James McBurse. 21. of
Defiance. Ohio, were cited for
open container
11:35 RM.
Chad A. Meiring. 22. of Toledo,
was cited for open container and
underage possession.
11:36 P.M.
Kyle B. Kristoff. 22. of Bowling
Green, was cited for open container.
11:48 P.M.
James P Schroeter, 21, of Bowling
Green, was cited for open container, and Knstina Sharp. 20. of
Toledo, was cited for open container and underage possession.
11:51 RM.
Gregory M. Black. 22. and
Matthew S. Poca. of Swanton,
were cited for open container.

*

ATTACKS
From Page 1
gestkm thai McCain's age, 72,
might be an issue.
"Our financial system in
turmoil," an announcer says
in Obama's new ad. "And John
Mi■( ain?Erratkinacrisis.Outof
touch on t he economy."
A harsh and plainly partisan
judgment, certainly! but not on
the level of suggesting that a fellow senator is un-American and
even a friend of terrorists.
In her character attack, Palin
questions Obama's association
with William Ayers, a member
nt the Vietnam-era Weather
I Inderground, 1 ler reference was
exaggerated at best if not outright false. No evidence shows
they were pals" or even close
when they worked on community boards years ago and

ONLINE: Go to bqnews.com for the
complete blotter list.

Ayers hosted a political event for
(Ibama early in his career.
Obama, who was a child when
the Weathermen were planting
bombs, has denounced Ayers'
radical views and actions.
With her criticism, Palin is taking on the running mate's traditional role of attacker, said Rich
Galen, a Republican strategist.
"There appears to be a newfound sense of confidence
in Sarah Palin as a candidate,
given her performance the other
night,'' Galen said. "I think that
they are comfortable enough
with her now that she's got the
standing with the electorate to
take off after Obama."
Second, Palin's incendiary
charge draws media and voter
attention away from the worsening economy. It also comes after
McCain supported a pork-laden
Wall Street bailout plan in spite
of conservative anger and his

From Page 1
state, "has a lot of power and we
don't want to be the butt of jokes
for the next four years." She said
two of Obama's concerns centered around changing higher
education and creating more
jobs for people with the people
receiving them.
MacFarlane was the next to
speak and said the election of
Ronald Reagan resulted in a
three-decade-long dumbing
down of America capped off by
the Bush administration.
"It's interesting that in 1968
when that generation was 18,
they threw their fists in the air and
they urged people not to trust
anyone over 30," MacFarlane
said. "And what happened in
1980? Those same 18-year-olds
turned 30 and turned around
and elected Reagan president."
He said a recent problem within American politics was the conservative notion that it is wrong
to be an educated, smart voter.
"The McCain camp tend to
believe, from my perspective,
that voters lack intelligence,"
MacFarlane said. "This is obvious in the way they try to persuade us, not with facts, not with

NURSING
From Page 1
highest GPAs between the both
of them determine who gets in,"
Batten said. "It varies from year
to year, but this year we had
around 60 BG students and 116
UT Students."
Not only is getting into the
program difficult, so are the
classes, said senior BGSU nursing student Michelle lacobs.
"The first semester of nursing
school I never watched TV or left
my apartment for five weeks,"
Jacobs said. "The program is
very difficult and intense, but
worth it in the end."
The grading scale for nursing school is not the same as
the average class at BGSU; any
class grade below a 76 percent
is failing.
lacobs said, the grading scale
is what makes nursing school
difficult, but it is fair.
"A lot of people complain
that a 75 Ipercentl is a failing
grade, but do you want a nurse
that just barely passes nursing
school," lacobs said.
Students can fall behind in
the program quickly if they fail
a single class, lacobs said.
"If you don't pass one class,
it is only offered once a year,"
lacobs said. "So, before you can
move on land take more class-

"If you want to start
throwing fire boms,
you don't send out the
fluffy bunny to do it."
Jenny Backus | Democratic strategist
own misgivings.
"It's a giant changing of the
subject," said Jenny Backus, a
Democraticstrategist.'The problem is the messenger. If you want
to start throwing fire bombs, you
don't send out the fluffy bunny
to do it. I think people don't take
Sarah Palin seriously."
The larger purpose behind
Palin's broadside is to reintroduce the question of Obama's
associations. Millions of voters,
many of them open to being
swayed to one side or the other,
are starting to pay attention to an

ENOCH WU I THE BG NEWS
TAKING OVER THE WORLD: -Family Guy- creator Scih McFarlane speaks lor the
Obama-Btden campaign Saturday afternoon in front of University Hall

solution or hard judgment but
with little tricks like the folksy
persona they have coached Palin
to present. She winked at the
camera so many times during
that debate, I was wondering are
we all gonna get to make out
with her afterwards? It would be
an angry, passionate encounter."
MacFarlane said he is not
looking for a president who he
can have a beer with, but rather
someone who can effectively
lead this nation.
"ILiberall is deemed a negative in the land of liberty which
is very odd to me," MacFarlane

said.

es| you have to wait to retake
the class again because every
class is a pre-requisite for the
later classes."
All students in the nursing
program have the same facilities, classes and faculty, but
the BGSU students will graduate with a degree from BGSU,
Clifford said.
"Theyaretwodifferentuniversities," Clifford said. "You have
the small college atmosphere
here, versus the University of
Toledo. Once admitted into the
nursing program both students
have to commute to the health
science campus, so it's not like
the Toledo students are staying
on main campus. One benefit of
our program is we have a lower
enrollment in the pre-nursing
program here, so students get
more individualized attention."
Clifford said the merger
between MUO and UT, only
changed one thing, the name.
Senior BGSU nursing student
Erin Bugos said the program
was unorganized last year, but
the program is gcttitig better
this year.
"It's a work in progress,"
Bugos said. "It definitely has its
highs, but there are times when
it lacks organization within the
administration. I think the past
few years have been a transition
period and I feel like our class
has been the guinea pigs."

Curt Westrick. senior BGSU
nursing student, said in retrospect it would have been easier
to enroll in UT's pre-nursing
program because of all the little
things BGSU students had to
do such as, getting a UT e-mail
address.
"It wasn't a smooth transition," Westrick said. "It felt like
I was transferring. There were
just more additional steps for
BG students."
Westrick said he moved to
Toledo this year because the commute to school was too long.
"I was losing a lot of time in
transit," Westrick said. "I was
losing about four or five hours a
week and with a tight schedule
of classes and two jobs, that was
a lot."
He said he likes living in
Toledo now and he would
rather drive the distance from
Bowling Green to Toledo for his
social life than for class.
Bugos lived in Toledo last year
and moved back to Bowling
Green this year because she said
it didn't feel like a college town.
"My neighbors were families
and there were not many people
around me studying or doing
school related things," Bugos
said. "I'm more focused in
Bowling Green... It was already
scan1 going into nursing school
in general, but living in Toledo
added to that stress."

election a month away.
For the McCain campaign,
that makes Obama's ties to Ayers
as well as convicted felon Antoin
"Tony" Rezko and the controversial minister leremiah Wright
ripe for renewed criticism. And
Palin brings a fresh voice to the
argument.
Effective character attacks
have come earlier in campaigns.
In )une 1988, Republican George
H.W. Bush criticized Democrat
Michael Dukakis over the furlough granted to Willie Horton,
a convicted murderer who then
raped a woman and stabbed
her companion. Related TV
ads followed in September and
October.
The Vietnam-era Swift Boat
veterans who attacked Democrat
John Kerry's war record started
in the spring of 2004 and gained
traction in late summer.
"The four weeks that are left

are an eternity. There's plenty
of time in the campaign," said
RepublicanstrategistloeGaylord.
"I think it is a legitimate strategy
to talk about Obama and to talk
about his background and who
he pals around with."
Palin's words avoid repulsing
voters with overt racism. But is
there another subtext for creating the false image of a black
presidential nominee "palling
around" with terrorists while
assuring a predominantly white
audience that he doesn't see
their America?
In a post-Sept. 11 America, terrorists are envisioned as darkskinned radical Muslims, not the
homegrown anarchists of Ayers'
day 40 years ago. With Obama
a relative unknown when he
beganhiscampaign, the Internet
hummed with false e-mails
about ties to radical Islam of a
foreign-born candidate.

Being single and pregnant
is tough

Thebigconcem of MacFarlane
for the election is getting somebody in power who will help take
care of the environment. He specifically cited the full power wind
farm in Bowling Green and how
that is a major accomplishment
for the city.
After the speech was over,
MacFarlane fielded several questions from the audience ranging from why this election is so
important to various aspects of
Family Guy.
MacFarlane went into the
relationships among the "Family

Bgfc
nVmaddlas have
Iour bakes at
a time, all the
same sen. Iheu
are per-Fect
quadruplets,
the fertilized
cell split into
Ouarters,
resulting'in
-four identical
armadillos.

419-354-4673

www.bgpe.org
1-800-395-HELP

TRUSTEES
From Page 1
lion, said trustee Robert
Sebo, which helps fund
University programs such as
the BGeXperience Program,
Alumni laureate Scholarship
Program, the Wolfe Center for
the Arts and the Stroh Center.
Construction of the Wolfe
Center, the Stroh Center and
University Hall renovations are
all still in the planning stages,
said University Chief Financial
Officer Sherideen Stoll.
"We're this close to beginning the Wolfe Center document stage," she said.
Chair of the Presidential
Search Committee William
Primrose also gave a progress
report.
He said that while the search
firm Witt/Kiefer is still developing the presidential profile
for community approval, they
expect to have the profile up
on the University homepage to
begin advertising for the position within the next week or so.
" It isn't set in stone," Pri mrose
said of the profile when it goes
up online, since the committee wants input from the community.
They want to offer the position to someone in March or
April and Primrose said they
expect around 100 applications.
The next Board of Trustee
meeting will be Friday, Dec. 5.

LAPTOPS
From Page 1
fun and that the thefts were
not planned," according to the
police report.
Disciplinary procedures relative to co-curricular activities
have been initiated by Defiance
College, but the students' general rights as students are
protected until due process is
complete, a Defiance College
spokesperson said in an email.
To complicate matters for
Onwuemene, he was also cited
at approximately 2 a.m. after
city police discovered him and
a University female having sex
behind Howard's Club H on
the ground in the parking lot.
Onwuemene was cited for disorderly conduct and the female
was charged with underage
consumption and obstructing official business after tying
about her age to the officer.
University police said they
are unsure if the thefts are related to the recent string of laptop
thefts in McDonald hall.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-572-6966.

Visit www.bgnews.com . - .•
.
To Register To Will!
You could win a two night
slay and breakfast for four

www.knowledge is empowering.com
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Guy" cast, mentioning that Brian
can understand Stewie, Chris
can partially understand him
and the rest of the family only
gets the gist of his message.
He was also asked who Stewie
would vote for in the election
and he responded, "I'm torn
between his character and what
1 think." He threw his voice to
sound like Stewie and said,
"Stewie would probably vote
for McCain because he is big on
world domination," and also said
Stewie would probably stick to
eliminating Lois instead of Palin.
The pair's stop at the University
was just part of a larger tour of
Ohio this past weekend aimed
at getting college students across
the state registered to vote before
the registration deadline, Kamyl
Bazbaz, the spokesman for the
Obama campaign, said.
There was no goal for the
number of people the campaign
wanted to register, they did want
to get as many people signed up
as possible, he said.
"This is our push right now,"
Bazbaz said. "So it's bring these
[celebrities] in, they are really
passionate. They are taking time
out of their schedules to help
because this election is that
important."

at the Hilton Garden Inn
Toledo/Perrysburg.
Winner wilt be chow* on October 13, 2008

Foundation
for

RjSj Hilton

ES! Garden Inir
Toledo/ Perryiburg

).
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AUDITIONS BEING HELD FOR THEATER AND FILM SHORT SCENES

Monday. October 6.2008 5

Banning ROTC on some
campuses brings protest
By Clifford M. Marki
U-Wire

CHRISTINA MCGINN6 ' THfBGNtWS

ACTING: Ellie Messingw auditions (or a short scene with the help of professor Sara Chambers The auditions are for short ten-minute scenes that will be performed on December 12 for the
Theater and Film 541 Directing class. The class is holding auditions today in room 405 of Moseley Hall from 5 to 9 p.m and is still in need of performers, especially men. to cast all of the scenes.

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR Of EVENTS

Openly gay bishop travels to Duke University

Some events taken from ovfntibgfuedu

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #3 "Collection I"

By David Graham
U-Wire

130 and 131 Union - Gallery Space

8 am - 11pm
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room
204Olscamp

10:30 am. - 4 p.m.
Talent Show Ticket Sale
Union Table Space

11:50 am. -12:50 p.m.
H20 Prayer Meeting
Prout Chapel

5:50 - 8 p.m.
Crafts Break
Union Table Space

Self-Care Part 2
Kohl Hall
8 9 pm.
UAO presents Comedian/
Magician Derek Hughes
228 Union - Multipurpose Room

9-11p.m.
Monday Night Trivia
101 Union - Black Swamp Pub

9:15 pm.
Recruitment Feedback
Session
221 Olscamp

An Episcopalian leader who
has come to symbolize the
debate over the role of gays
in the church will be at Duke
University today and tomorrow for a variety of events with
students, faculty, staff and the
Durham community.
The Rev. Gene Robinson,
Episcopalian bishop of New
Hampshire, has been the subject of a firestorm of controversy since being elected as the
nation's first openly gay bishop
in 2003.
lanie 1-ong, director of
the Center for Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Transgender Lifewhich organized Robinson's
visit-said she hoped his
appearance would help to
open a campus conversation
on faith and identity.
"This is something that I deal
with with students quite frequently," she said. "And because I
very much want students from all
kinds of faith backgrounds — it's
not students that are Christians,
it's really all faith backgrounds
— it's a chance for those students to be ex posed to someone
who 1 think is really an excellent
role model in terms of balancing
different parts of identity."
At the University. Robinson
will participatein a forum in the

Solar car at Univ. of Kentucky made
possible by more than $1 billion in grants
By Klrittn Clancy
U-Wire

Removing his jacket and setting
down his coffee, Kentucky Gov.
Steve Beshear lowered himself
into the car's metal frame. Then
a group of students from the
University of Kentucky College
of Engineeringlowered a shell of
blue solar panels over his head.
Laughing, thcgovernorpressed
the accelerator and drove down
Administration Drive, flanked by
the solar car team and a horde of
photographers.
The ride followed a news
conference led by Beshear,
UK President Lee Todd and
Kentucky Lottery President
Arch Gleason. The Kentucky
Lottery Corporation celebrated their one-billionth dollar
funded for Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance Authority
scholarships and grants.
"That is billion, with a B,"
Beshear said.
The
Kentucky
Lottery
Corporation has funded about
$1.14 million in scholarship
and grant awards since 1999,
for a total of $1.16 billion, since
it began to transfer revenue
from the General Fund to education funding, according to a
news release published by the
Kentucky Lottery Corporation.
From that money, more than
93,000 awards and $130 million
have gone to UK.
More than 11,000 awards totaling $19.5 million were awarded
to UK students in 2008.
"Kentucky voters approved
the lottery on the promise that it

I

"If you don't have
creativity and
innovation, you are
not able to compete

Chapel and speak with Divinity
School students and members
of the LGBT community.
"1 think Bishop Robinson is
one of the most significant people in the church right now, not
only in the American church,
but in the larger Anglican
Communion," said Craig
Kocher, associate dean of the
Chapel and director of Religious
Life. "1 think it's a large oppor-

tunity for Christians especially,
but people beyond the church
who have a real interest and
concern for American culture,
to come and listen to what he
has to say."
Long assembled a planning
committee for the visit that
included Kocher. Dean of the
Chapel Sam Wells, Divinity
School faculty, the Episcopal
Center at Duke and members
of Sacred Worth, the Divinity

School's LGBT student group.
Robinson will speak Monday
afternoon on the topic of preparing leaders for ministry.
Later that evening, in the flagship event of his visit. Robinson,
Wells and Long will participate
in a conversation in the Chapel
called "Being Swept to the
Center by God."
Tuesday, Robinson will meet
with faculty and staff to discuss
how to answer questions related to LGBT identity and faith.
That night, the LGBT Center
will host a dinner and conversation — "Being Faithful
to Who We Are" — open to
undergraduate and graduate
students.
Long said she expects many
of the events to fill up quickly.
The bishop was previously
married and has two children,
but divorced in the 1980s. He
has lived with his partner since
1988, and the two were legally
joined in a private civil union
in In in'
Robinson's election has created and widened rifts both
within the worldwide Anglican
Communion and in the
Episcopal Church, the communion's American arm. Other
member churches, particularly
in Africa, have threatened to cut
ties with the Episcopal Church
in part because of Robinson's
installment.

Citing support from both major
presidential candidates, a conservative alumni organization
called for the return of the
Reserve Officer Training Corps
to Harvard University and four
other universities in letters to
the schools' governing boards
last week.
The letter, sent by the
American Council of Trustees
and Alumni, quoted Democratic
presidential candidate Barack
Obama endorsing ROTC (raining on college campuses.
"The notion that young
people — here at Columbia or
anywhere in any university
— aren't offered the choice,
the option of participating in
military service, I think is a
mistake," Obama said at the
ServiceNation presidential
forum hosted by Columbia earlier this month.
The letter appears unlikely to
change Harvard's policy toward
ROTC, which was banned from
campus in 1969 amid antimilitary sentiment during the
Vietnam War. ROTC has since
been blocked from returning
due to the military's "don't ask,
don't tell" policy, which bars
openly gay men and women
from military service.
Harvard students who participate in ROTC do so through
the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology but do not
receive any academic credit at
Harvard.
"There aren't any current
plans to reconsider the current
arrangement," said university
spokesman John D. l.onghrake.
ACTA President Anne D. Neal
77 said she hoped members
of the Harvard Corporation,
the university's chief governing board, would reconsider
their stance in light of the
candidates' comments.
"It's noteworthy that both
major candidates feel that
having ROTC on campus is a
matter of student choice and
equity," she said. "Institutions
should take up this issue."
But Paul E. Mawn '63, the
chairman of Advocates for
Harvard ROTC and a retired
Navy captain, said in an interview yesterday that ACTA "may
not understand what the realistic target is" and that the
goal should be official recognition by the Faculty of Arts and
Sciences, not the opening of a
ROTC branch at Harvard.
"The reality is that then
are so few students at ROTC
anyway, so tomorrow if
Harvard begged and pleaded
the Pentagon to bring it back
on campus, they wouldn't,"

would benefit education. So far,
that promise has been fulfilled,"
Beshear said.
Andrea Corkran, a biology freshman, said she always
dreamed of college, but she
has three younger brothers and would not have been
able to attend college if it were
not for the Robinson Scholars
Program, Kentucky Education
Excellence Scholarship funding and College Access Program
funds, all programs funded at
least in part by Kentucky Lottery
Corporation.
"I have fulfilled my mother's whispered fantasies,"
Corkran said.
Todd said these scholarship
programs have not only provided opportunities to attend
college for students from lowincome families, but also helped
"plug the brain drain" by keeping intelligent students learning
and working in the state.
"If you don't have creativity and
innovation, you are not able to
compete as a country," Todd said.
The solar car is one innovation, Beshear said as he climbed
out of the car.
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Mawn said. "What has evolved
around the country is core sites
like MIT that service several
different schools. MIT has the
critical mass and good facilities
and classrooms for the courses
and drilling and other activities. There is no critical mass at
Harvard."
Mawn added that he would
rather see the faculty officially
recognize ROTC by sending
the money it receives from
ROTC scholarships — an
amount that totals in the hundreds of thousands of dollars
— to MIT to pay for overhead
and other costs. He noted that
Harvard used to make the
payments hut cut them off in
the early 1990s. Since then,
a group of alumni have been
giving money to MIT to cover
the administrative costs.
Harvard students interviewed yesterday were split
on the issue of whether ROTC
should be allowed to return to
campus.
"I can understand why
Harvard would feel that way,"
said Aaron R. Schcrcr 'II, an
ROTC cadet.' But it just makes it
really inconvenient for the students who have to do ROTC."
Despite Ohama's stance,
Harvard College Democrats
President larret A. Zafran '09
said he would continue to support keeping ROTC off campus
unless the "don't ask, don't tell"
policy is revoked.
"It has no place on Harvard's
campus," Zafran said. '"Don't
ask, don't tell' is a discriminatory policy. I don't think
that lObamaj would disagree
with our anti-discrimination
policy."
Harvard Republican Club
President Colin J. Motley II)
agreed that "don't ask. don't
tell" is discriminatory but said
Harvard's rules unjustly punish the military for a policy
enacted by the U.S. Congress
and should be changed.
The other schools that
were sent the ACTA letter are
Yale, Stanford, Brown, and
Columbia, according to Neal.
Neal said that none of the
schools has responded yet, but
the presidential candidates'
comments at the forum have
already sparked debate on the
issue at Columbia, according to
The Columbia Spectator.

DIGITAL COPVRIGHT
SAFEGUARDS
Q

proactive approach to peer-to-peer and digital copyright issues at BGSU

as a country."
Lee Todd | UK President

*1+

....For New Students

• The following mulli-faceled strategy is in place
to educate students on issues surrounding DMCA
as well as measures to help enforce proper use of
information technology.

The Firsl Year Success Series
"I Swear I'm Not Sharing Music"
presentations
www.bgsu edu/offices/sa/firstyeai/
pagel8306.html

• It is the responsibility of all users of BGSU
information technology resources to know and
understand all relevant laws and policies that
govern its use, including the Digital i
Copyright Act (DMCA).

...For All
Allernaives for Obtaining Music
Free & legal alternatives to music and
media are available to the BGSU campus
community through Ruckus as well as
other resources. See
www.bgsu.edu/dmcasafeguards
for more details

...For All
Technical Safeguards
October 10, 2008 a new technology will be implemented that
will allow legal use of peer to peer (P2P) at BGSU while detecting
attempts to obtain copyrighted content in violation of the DMCA.
Examples of P2P software include, but are not limited to: BitTorrent,
Gnutella, and LimeWire. When a computer is determined to be using P2P
to obtain illegal copyright materials or using an evasive P2P client, a
preventative technical safeguard will be implemented. For more information,
see www.bg5u.edu/dmca-safeguards

Web Resources regording Digital Copyright Sofeguoids nuiy be found at:

bttpV/www.bgsu.edu/dmco-safegunids

FORUM
PEOPLE ON

"She winked at the camera so many times during that debate, I was
wondering, 'Are we all going to make out with her afterwards?"
- Seth MacFarlane, creator of "Family Guy," speaking about Gov. Sarah Palin's
performance during the vice presidential debate [see MACFARLANE, pg. 1].
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"They were able to galvanize the
disillusioned whole of U.S. Christians into

It's actually nice to not be wholly disinterested and apathetic
about national presidential
politics for once. And relating to
that thought. I think I've found
out the main reason why I'm
not entirely disgusted with the
upcoming presidential election:
No more wanton manipulation
of voters over trivial political
issues (a.k.a. less single-issue
voting).
Pick up a copy of last
Thursday's BG News and you'll
see indicative proof of this
trend.
Of the five students polled for
that day's "People on the Street"
feature, all five stated that they
believe a certain handful of
issues reign supreme in importance in regards to the ongoing
presidential race.
Said students indicated that
issues such as education, the
wars in Afghanistan and Iraq,
energy production, our nation's
dependence on foreign oil,
the situation of our economy,
health care, and off-shore drilling take prominence in their
minds about what is pertinent
in this year's election.
I lowever, go back in time four
years and most students would
besingingadifferentsongabout
these issues at hand.
In fact, the song would only
have one lyric. And it wouldn't
have anything to do with the
previously mentioned issues; it
would have to do with telling
people that "killing babies" is
wrong, most likely.
(Before I go any further, let
me state that I am not declaring
my allegiance to either side of
the abortion issue in this col-

KEITH PAKIZ I THE B6 NEWS

How a passion becomes a career

So, what do you want to be when
you glOW Up?
Just about everyone has
heard that question ai one time
or other, usually by well-meaning adults who are either interested, or merely trying to make
conversation.
Nevertheless, it's a good question. The choice of a livelihood
is truly momentous and should
not be taken lightly. We need to
know ourselves well in order to
properly make a decision.
When my sons were very
young, the profession of choice
for them was that of a Jedi
knighl. As they matured, they
went through the athlete phase,
.then the rock star phase. After
graduating from high school,
Reality set in.
1 Knowing one's sell is a lifelong task. As we get older and
go through die various changes
that mark the road to maturity.
we should be gaining deeper
insight about the person we see
each morning in the mirror.
Most jobs or professions
are primarily concerned with

people, things or information.
Overlaps do occur but the main
focus is generally in one of those
three areas.
Sometimes a useful approach
involves combining two or more
separate and distinct interests.
There was an individual at
the turn of the twentieth century who wanted to be an artist,
litter, he wanted to study physics. He finally worked with a professor of civil engineering at the
University of Wisconsin. A combination of art, physics and engineering led him to architecture,
where he excelled. His name was
Prank Lloyd Wright, the famous
American architect.
We are also urged to "do what
we love and the money will follow." This is only partially true. It
ignores the market, fortunately
(or unfortunately), the market
ultimately determines which
jobs are needed and which are
more rewarding, (financially at
least). No doubt, it's not "fair"
(whatever that means), but it is
what it is. Our work should not
only provide meaning and fulfillment in our lives; it should also
put food on the table.
Hi is doesn't mean that some
occupations or professions are
better'1 than others. Any gainful
and honest occupation is a worthy calling. Some have said that

the most important workers in a
hospital are plumbers. While this
may sound extreme, it does raise
a good point.
Sometimes choosing a life's
calling may involve an act
of integrity — being true to
oneself.
My grandfather should have
been a teacher or an artist. But
his family, in their wisdom,
decided that, since his brother
was a doctor, he should be a
pharmacist. So, he went to U
of M, graduated from pharmacy
school, opened a drugstore in
Detroit — and, by all accounts,
was a competent druggist. But
I always will wonder, "What
would have happened if he followed his gut, rather than family
advice?" Our family has some of
the paintings that he completed
when he retired, and they are
treasured.
To be sure, there's a tension
here. Deciding on what you love
versus eating, choosing between
your natural instincts versus
family advice is never easy. But
life itself involves dealing with
tension. We're all walking on
tightropes.
-Respond to Phil ai
tlienews@bgneu>sxom.

voting for Bush over two issues which did
not address the crises of the time."
umn. 1 am also not advocating
any one side.)
During the 2004 presidential
race, Karl Rove and his fellow
Republican campaign architects were able to secure George
W. Bush's spot in the White
House for the next four years
by having the issues of abortion
and same-sex marriage dominate the Republican ticket.
They were able to galvanize
the disillusioned whole of U.S.
Christians into voting for Bush
over two issues which did not
address the crises of the time.
Fortunately, we're not seeing the same kind of devious
voter manipulation this time
around. Regardless of one's
opinions of the candidates and
the issues that they choose to
identify as crucial in this election, it cannot be denied that
the issues covered by both the
voters and presidential nominees are entirely relevant this
time around.
The presidential nominees
may be acting deviously in
regards to how they approach
and converse about these issues
(as always), but the issues are
definitely pertinent this time
around.
But then again, with rising
fuel costs, climate change, the
wars in the Middle East and
health care woes dominating
the headlines (as well as the
unavoidable truth that our
economy is one or two mere
steps away from shambles), 1
don't think a presidential campaign could even rely on singleissue voting about irrelevant

issues If it wanted to.
The United States is going
through a rough patch. In fact,
things were arguably better
three or four years ago, and we
were technically in a recession
back then!
So, what are we in now? A
depression? A turbo-recession?
An economic earthquake of
Charles Branson proportions?
No matter the current situation,
it's just extremely refreshing to
see students actively engaged
in national politics in intelligent
and reasonable ways.
There are no fifteen minute
long tirades against abortion,
no "anti-baby killer" T-shirts
and there is no belligerent and
gratuitous demonization of the
Democratic Party for its generalized support of "free choice"
this time around.
(Once again, let me state that
I am not declaring my allegiance to either the Democratic
or Republican Party in this column. 1 am also not advocating
any one side in these issues.)
And in case you're wondering, I did indeed see "anti-baby
killer" T-shirts and slanted verbal propaganda rants against
"baby killin' Kerry" back in high
school. But that's high school
for you, I guess.
I just hope that we college students keep our high school-ish
behaviors linked to having fun at
college, and not to propagandizing certain political issues.
-Respond to Levi at
tlieneuis6iihgnews.com.

Why your beer pong partner really shouldn't be the next president
By Ada A. Sawyer
U-Wire

In the past few months, as the
presidential campaign has
reached a fever pitch, I 've not iced
something that disturbed me.
I've often heard accusations of
elitism tossed about in campaign rhetoric. This idea has
been coupled with a strong
sense of anti-intellectualism.
American anti-intellectualism is certainly not a new
phenomenon. It was a part of
President Andrew lackson's
appeal in IH28 when he was
elected to the presidency based
partially on the notion that he
had been cheated out of it in
(824 by corrupt elite Eastern
politicians. The House of
Representatives chose lohn
Juincy Adams to be president
ifter he and lackson failed to

garner a majority in the election, lackson's appeal was based
on his image as a populist and a
man of the people. It is worth
noting that like the current
president, he took a remarkably
expansionist view of executive
power, going so far as to defy a
Supreme Court decision.
It remained in play through
the era of loseph McCarthy,
when "eggheads" were the focus
of anti-Communist efforts. In
the 1960s, anti-intellectualism
characterized mistrust of university academics, and today
the sentiment has expanded to
include what Sarah Palin called
in her Republican convention
speech, the "Washington elite."
On two particular levels I
understand the sentiment. First,
1 think one should hold a healthy
level of skepticism for one's leaders, no matter who they are. If

"For some of us, the desire to have leaders
who are like us has gone too far, and the
result has been a sort of 'race to the bottom'
on the part of politicians."
anti-intellectualism, or anti-elitism means that one is wary of
officials' attempts to manipulate
or deceive the public, then I'm all
for it. Second, I can understand
the impulse to want a relatable
leader.
A voter who sees reflections
of him or herself in a candidate should hi' able to reasonably expect that individual to
prioritize issues that matter to
the voter. If anti-intellectualism
embodies the sense that certain
politicians don't have the greater good at heart, then — in my

opinion — it's not so bad.
However, in its modern form,
anti-intellectualism
seems
prone to what Susan lacoby,
author of "The Age of American
Unreason," referred to as "antirationalism." In an environment
where "character" — that amorphous term is more important
to some than actual policies or
policy proposals, it seems to me
that anti-rationalism is taking
hold in a dangerous and potentially damaging way. Further, it
seems odd at best for individuals to expect "change" from a

candidate who has stood in solidarity with the current administration more than 90 percent of
the time.
It seems to me that for some
of us, the desire to have leaders
who are like us has gone too far,
and the result has been a sort of
"race to the bottom" on the part
of politicians to endear themselves to the lowest common
denominator. It's the type of situation that forces someone like
Hillary Clinton to toss back shots
in a Pennsylvania bar in order to
prove her solidarity with working Americans. It's the kind of
politics where candidates strive
to portray the image that Bush
did in his two campaigns — the

type of person you would want
to kick back and havea beer with
"|oe Six Pack" if you will.
Leadership of the countryparticularly in the executive
branch requires that officials act
as trustees for their constituents.
A trustee is charged to act on
his or her best judgment in the
interest of constituents. A trustee
by definition has to know more
than the average person, not
be the average person. When it
comes to leadinga country of 300
million or even a few thousand
average just isn't enough. And
honestly, it's really just insulting
when anyone believes that getting my vote requires dumbing
down.
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Bailout becomes law but experts
say that's only a small beginning
By Stevenson Jacobs
The Associated Press

"Housing traditionally does lead the economy

NEW YORK — Washington's

through a recovery. I think it's going to be

financial bailout plan is now
law. So the credit spigot will
start flowing again, banks will
resume lending, and an economic recovery can begin,
right?
Wrong. Experts say the most
important thing that needs to
happen before the $700 billion
bailout even has a chance of
working: Home prices must
stop falling. That would send a
signal to banks that the worst
has passed and it's safe to start
doling out money again.
The problem is the lending
freeze has made getting a mortgage loan tough for everyone
except those with sterling credit.
That means it will take several
months or longer to pare down
the glut of houses built when
times were good — and those
that have come on the market
because of soaring foreclosures
— before home prices start
appreciating.
Housing is a critical component to the U.S. economy and
by extension the availability
of credit. Roughly one in eight
U.S. jobs depends on housing
directly or indirectly — from
construction workers to bank
loan officers to big brokers on
Wall Street. A turnaround in
housing prices would boost
confidence in the wider economy and, experts hope, goad
banks into lending again.
"Housing traditionally does
lead the economy through a
recovery. I think it's going to be
critical for a sustained recovery in this cycle, too," said Gary
Thayer, senior economist at
Wachovia Securities.
In the meantime, people like
Alicia I limit are adjusting to
a new American reality: Life
without credit.
The 21-year old Morgantown,
W Va., resident just bought a used
mobile home, borrowing $4,000
from friends and family because
she couldn't get a bank loan.
"I tried to. Couldn't do it. It's
just hard to get a loan," said
Elliott, who works as a cashier at
a Lowe's Cos. store.
She used to get bombarded with
offers for credit cards. Now she
can't even get one. "1 get denied
one attar another after another.
It doesn't matter if you have a cosigner or not," she said.
Trey Simmons, a 31-year-old
barber at a Dallas hair salon,
said he worries lighter lending
standard will squash his goal of
buying a home next year.
"Credit is a privilege everybody can't get," Simmons said.
"I had credit at a young age and
messed up."
He now operates on a strictly
cash basis. "If 1 don't have it." he
said, referring to cash, "I don't

spend it."
The dilemma boils down to a

critical for a sustained recovery in this cycle,
too."
Gary Thayer | Senior economist al Wachovia Securities
matter of trust.
"Credit, by definition, means
trust and faith, and for many
reasons trust and faith have
been damaged," said Sung Won
Sohn, an economics professor
at California State University,
Channel Islands.
Sohn said the near certainty
of a recession makes it too risky
for the thousands of small and
medium-sized banks across the
country to lend to people like
Elliot.
"Banks know the economy
is getting worse, so ... they will
keep being cautious," said Sohn,
a former banking executive.
Still, the government hopes
that by scooping up billions of
dollars in bad mortgagedebt and
ot her toxic assets, banks eventually can clean up their shaky
balance sheets, crack open (he
vaults and send money washing
through the system again.
The rescue plan also raises
the federally insured deposit
limit from $100,000 to $250,000,
a move that could boost banks'
reserves and further grease the
lending wheels.
Rep. Barney Erank, D-Mass.,
the Financial Services Committee
chairman and a key negotiator over the past weeks, said the
measure was just the beginning of
a much larger task Congress will
tackle next year overhauling housing policy and financial regulation
in a legislative effort comparable to
the New Deal.
In the meantime, the Treasury
Department is moving swiftly
to get the plan started. Treasury
Secretary Henry Paulson said
Friday he did not wait for final
approval of the measure to begin
preparation.
He has been lining up outside
advisers as his staff works out
details on a multitude of complex issues.
But several hurdles could trip
up the plan. For starters, even
when the Treasury starts buying bad assets, some banks may
hoard the cash they receive in
return until they see how the
plan pans out. That has the
potential to make the lending
logjam worse, said Vincent R.
Reinhart, former director of
the Federal Reserve's monetary
affairs division.
"They may sit on the sidelines
and wait to see (the bailout) get
some traction. The problem is if
everybody sits on the sidelines,
nobody gets in the game. It's a
risk," he said.
It also creates a vicious cycle:
No trust means no lending; tight
credit means it's harder to buy a
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home; the more difficult it is to
buy or sell a home, the further
home prices will fall; and the
further prices drop, the more
foreclosures there will be.
U.S. home prices — down
20 percent from their peak in
luly 2006 — still have further to
fall, and must hit bottom before
demand picks up. The longawaited bottom in prices could
be a year or more away.
But Jim Gillespic, chief executive of Coldwell Banker Real
Estate, said he hopes that lower
prices, combined with the government's actions will jump-start
stagnant demand. The federal
bailout plan, he said, "will give
people reassurance that mortgage money is available."
jobs are another big concern.
The stranglehold on credit has
choked companies big and
small that depend on regular
inflows of borrowed money to
pay employees and stay afloat.
The
Labor
Department
said Friday that employers cut
159,000 jobs in September, the
fastest pace of losses in more
than five years. Experts say that
number will grow as the effects
of the credit gridlock course
through the economy in coming
days and weeks.
The nation's unemployment
rate is now 6.1 percent, up from
4.7 percent a year ago. Over the
last year, the number of unemployed people has risen by 2.2
million to 9.5 million.
The unemployment rate could
rise to as high as 7.5 percent by
late 2009. economists predict. If
that happens, it would mark the
highest since after the 1990-91
recession.
Boosting employment is
critical to kick-starting lending because "if jobs are growing, then incomes are a growing, and if incomes are growing
then people are consuming,"
Reinhart said.
Consumers and businesses
have retrenched so much that
some analysts fear the economy
stalled or shrank in the third
quarter that ended last week.
The labor Department report
Friday showed wage growth for
workers is slowing, meaning
they'll be more hard-pressed to
spend, especially for something
as expensive as a home.
Many economists predict the
economy will contract in the
final quarter of 2008 and the
first quarter of next year. That
would meet the classic definition of a recession — two consecutive quarters of a shrinking
economy.
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AKRON, Ohio (AP)—Mortgage
finance company Fannie Mae
said it isforgivingthe mortgage
debt of a 90-year-old woman
who shot herself in the chest as
sheriff's deputies attempted l»
evict her.
Addie Folk's plight was cited
by Rep. Dennis Kucinich, DOhio, on Friday before the
House voted to approve the
$700 billion financial rescue package. Kucinich voted
against the plan.
Fannie Mae announced
later Friday that it would dismiss its foreclosure action,
forgive Polks mortgage and
allow her to return to the
Akron home where she's lived
since 1970.
"lust given the circumstances, we think it's appropriate,"
Fannie Mae spokesman Brian
Faith said, citing Kucinich's
statement and news reports.
"It certainly made our radar
screen."
Folk remained in Akron
(ieneral Medical Center and
was expected to recover
from chest wounds suffered
last week.
She became the home's
sole owner in 1995 when her
husband died, then took out
a mortgage loan in 1997 and
refinanced several times, court
and property records show.
Countrywide Home Loans
filed for foreclosure last year,
and I'olk's home was sold to
Fannie Mae al a sheriffs auction in June. Deputies were
to escort Polk from her home
Wednesday when gunshots
were heard inside.
Folk's longtime neighbor, Robert Dillon, climbed
through her window and
found her lying in bed bleeding with a gun next to her. I le
visited Polk in the hospital on

Friday.
*'

Simpson gets isolated
prison cell after conviction
By Linda Deutich
The Associated Press

LAS VEGAS—OJ. Simpson is
being isolated from other pris
oners for his own safety, and is
focusing on a motion for newtrial and a strong bid lor appellate reversal of his conviction
for kidnapping and robbery,
his lawyer said yesterday.
Attorney Yale Galanter told
I he Associated Press he will
continue to pursue a request
for Simpson to be released on
bond pending appeal.
Meanwhile, (ialanter said
Simpson will be living a lonely
life, advised by his lawyers to
do no media interviews and
allowed toseeonly family members and a few friends placed
on a special list at the jail.
Simpson will be held in (Hark
County Detention Center until
his Dec. 5 sentencing, then is
expected to be transferred to
state prison. Because of the seriousness of the charges, it is likely that Simpson would remain
in jail during his appeal.
"He is in isolated custody
and being protected from other
inmates," (ialanter said aboard
a plane as he prepared to return
to his Miami office. "Hie jail is

taking very special precautions to
make sure he is safe."
Galanter said that this will
make for a difficult incarceration for the gregarious Simpson,
because "it limits his contacts
with other humans."
The attorney said Simpson was
OK during a jail visit Saturday
where they discussed future plans
lor the case, "He's disappointed
and a bit melancholy," he said.
(ialanter said the appeal cannot be tiled until after Simpson is
sentenced.
"We an- planning to last track
that as much as possible," he said.
The 61-year-old Hall of Fame
football star was convicted of
kidnapping, armed robbery and
10 other charges for gathering
five men a year ago and storming a room at a hotel-casino to
seize Simpson sports mementos
— including game balls, plaques
and photos — from two collectors. Prosecutors said two of the
men with him were armed; one
testified Simpson had asked him
to bring a gun.
(ialanter said he believes
Simpson has a strong argument
for reversal of his conviction
because of legal errors made during the trial, beginning with the
jury selection process.
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ALPHA CHI OMEGA

Every Monday
ALPHA CHI OMEGA WOULD

get a double order of Chicken,
Steak or Combo Fajitas for $12'

LIKE TO WELCOME THE NEW
FALL

2008

Jamie Alcox

BABY LYRES

Kmily Ft'nik
Melanie Gideon

Lexy Lopez
Amanda I-osch
Audra Lumpkin
AIIIMIII Marquelte
Brooke PfeffeHc
Rachel Kosenthal
Anna Sherman
Molly Snyder

•fane Harrington
Amanda Hoover
Shannon Johnson

Ashley Urban
Jessica Wollord
I -iiiu-n Youll

Dana Baker
Ashley Beisecker
Couriney Bleggt
AIIIIKT Bolin
Krisien Conrad

Frosty 10 oz. Top Shelf or
Caribbean Margaritas just $2.50'

chjjik
•MUM

Axn

AXO

Axn

Rossford • 9886OldeUS20
419.873.0696
www.chilis.com

be at least 21 years of age to consume alcohol. Offer valid every Monday 11 a.m. to close. $2.50 Margaritas end at 9 p.m
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SIDELINES

Homewreckers
HOCKEY
BG wins exhibition,
loses shootout
The BG hockey team took the
ice Saturday in an exhibition
game against Wilfred Laurier
and was able to win, 5-1. A
shootout, held after the game,
was less successful for the
Falcons, who lost 2-0.
Page 7

CLUB SPORTS
BG Darts
Association
The BG Darts Association
is looking for players for a
Monday night league. Sign up
will be held tonight at 7 p.m.
at Downtown Sports Bar.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for
continued updates on the
football team's preparations
for Akron as well as updates
ABOVE: The Falcon defense

on other BG sports. We will

attempts to tackle EMU wide receiver

be updating the blog over

Tyler Jones.

.Fall Break so you can get your
sports fix.

LEFT: Several Falcons hang their

www.bgnewssports.com

heads near the end ol the game.
RIGHT: The defense wraps up an
EMU ball carrier.

SCORING SUMMARY

Today in
Sports History

First Quarter
1:18 - Jimmy Schielder, 6-yard
pass from Tyler Sheehan (Sinisa
Vrvilo kick), BG 7-0

1995-The Colorado
Avalanche beat Detroit in

Second Quarter
2:34 - Terrence Blevins, 1-yard
rush (Joe Carithers kick),
BG7-7

their first NHL game.
1985—HallofFamerPhil
• Niekro wins his 500th game

Eastern Michigan spoils
Falcons' Homecoming game

and becomes oldest pitcher
to throw a shutout.
1963—The Dodgers sweep
the Yankees to win the

By Andrew Harner

World Series.

"They made more

Assistant Sports Editor

The List

Following BG's 24-21 Homecoming
loss to Eastern Michigan, one of
coach (irogg Brandon's explanations
for the defeat stuck out,
"They made more plays than we
did. That's the hoitom line," Brandon
said. "They made tine more play
than we did."
That one play was a lli-yard reception by a wide-open Tyler (ones
with 36 seconds left in the half that
tapped the fastest scoring drive of
the game.
"That was a critical error at a
huge time in the game,* Brandon
said. "It's just disappointing thai that
occurred."
Otherwise, the two teams
played a very similar football
game in BG's Mid-American

BG's loss to Eastern Michigan
in Homecoming was pretty
brutal. Here are the top five
stories from the game:

1. Penalties: BG had
10 penalties for 80 yards
throughout the game.

2. Tyler Sheehan:
Individually had a nice day
with 297 yards rushing and
three total touchdowns.

3. EMU Offense: The
Eagles' offense ran efficiently
for the entire game and was

plays than we
did. That's the
bottom line."
Gregg Brandon | BG football coach

Third Quarter
9:40 - Carithers, 28-yard field
goal. EMU 10-7
7:41 - Adrian Hodges, 46-yard
pass from Sheehan (Vrvilo
kick), BG 14-10
0:09 - Dwayne Priest, 12-yard
rush (Carithers kick).
EMU 17-14
Fourth Quarter
5:11 - Sheehan. 8-yard rush
(Vrvilo kick), BG 21-17
0:36 - Tyler Jones. 16-yard pass
from Andy Schmitt (Carithers
kick). EMU 24-21

Conference season opener.
The falcons had 391 total offense MAC EAST
yards on 63 plays while the Eagles STANDINGS
had 110 yards on ti8 plays, neither
team had a turnover, neither team (Through week six)
had a lead of more than four, the
time of possession was split by just Akron-3-3(l-l)
under six minutes and even kick Buffalo-2-3 (1-1)
returns were similar as the Falcons Temple-2-4 (1-2)
BG-2-3
•sro-i)
i
See SPOILED | Page 7

very effective in their game-

Miami-l-4 (0-1)
Kent St-1-5 (0-2)
Ohio-l-5(0-2)

Old demons come back to
haunt Falcon defense
ByChriiVolotchuk
Sports Editors

Through its first five games this
season, die Falcons' defense has
played better dian it did a year ago.
One glance at the stat sheet is all
it takes to show their improvement.
The defense has allowed eight less
points, 59 less rushing yards and 53
less total yards per game than last
year — all major steps forward.
Bui in Saturday's stunning 24-21
loss to an Eastern Michigan team
that had lost its last four games in a
row by a combined score of 171-51.
some old defensive demons came
back to haunt die Falcons.
"To be brutally honest, as a team,
we didn't perform," said senior
linebacker John Haneline.
Where the team underperformed was in areas that plagued

"To be brutally
honest, as a team we
didn't perform."
John Haneline | BG linebacker

them all throughout the 2007
season, namely run-stopping
and penalties.
When it came to stuffing the
rush, die Eagles made life difflcuit
for BG at every opportunity. As a
unit, the offense carried the ball
38 times for 147 yards and two
touchdowns. Four different players rushed for at least 20 yards.
One drive that stood out and
See DEMONS | Page 7

winning drive.

(4. Turnovers: Going

Volleyball collects two hard-fought victories over Ohio, Kent State

into the game, both BG and
EMU had turnover issues. In

By Saan Shapiro
Reporter

the game, neither team
committed one.

5. Adrian Hodges:
Hodges caught his first career
touchdown and showed his
speed on a 46-yard reception
in the third quarter.

ETHAN MAGOC i THE 6G NEWS
BIG WINNERS: The BG volleyball team took care ol the home court over the weekend and
beat two MAC rivals. Kent State and Ohio, m five-set matches

(

i

"It was huge. We knew this was a big
weekend. All we could do was win. We had

For BG's seniors there couldn't
have been a better way to
to win. It was win or bust and we did."
open their final MAC season at
Anderson Arena.
The Falcons turned around
Sam Fish IBGvoll
their early season troubles and
won two five-set matches over the better team. In the second
Ohio didn't make the win
Ohio who they had not beaten and fourth set Ohio was the easy for the Falcons as it went
in over fouryears and Kent State, dominant team and held BG to on a four-point run to pull
who ended BG's season in 2007. a combined 15 kills.
within a point. However senior
"It was huge. We knew this was
Inconsistency between the Kendra Halm finally put the
a big weekend all we could do two teams set the stage for the match away as her attack flew
was win. We had to win. It was fifth and deciding set, where BG off a Bobcat defender and out
win or bust and we did," said still has yet to lose a match to of bounds.
sophomore Sam Fish.
go the full five sets this season.
"I had a good feeling all day,
BG's weekend opening match With the score 9-7 in BG's favor for some reason I was telling the
against Ohio seemed to be a a kill by senior Meghan Mohr girls at practice I have a good
tale of two teams from set to lead to 5-2 run for BG leaving
set, in the first and third set them at match point with the
SeeNETTERS|Page7
BG was the aggressor and was score 14-9.
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ins exhibition, loses shutout

By Sun Shapiro

seemingly empty net.
"We were just trying loget pucks
to the net the whole game, we
Following three years of cake
know that our goals are going to
walk exhibitions against Windsor,
come from crashing the net, espeBG had a much tougher challenge
cially this early in the season, we
this year hosting and beating the
just wanted to get shots on net,"
Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks 5-1.
said Schmidt.
Strong defense and goaltendTwo late goals by BG's David
ing kept both teams off the scoreSolway and Nick Bailen pushed
board in the first and most of the
the Falcon's lead to four when BG
second period despite a pair of
outshot the Ciolden I lawks by 20
posts hit in the first.
in the third.
The Golden Hawksfinally broke
Forthcgamt-RG out shot Wilfrid
tbe tie in the second when a bad
Faurier 42-11 while two Golden
turnover in BG's defensive zone
1 lawk goalies combined to stop 37
gave Kelly Thomson the puck in
shots while Spratt slopped 10 for
the slot and Thomson won the
CHRISTINE TOWIB THf Bf. NEWS
HG. BG was without the services
one-on-one battle with BG netor sophomore goalie Nick F.no
SHOOTING SPREE: In the game, the Falcon hockey team outshot Wilfred Launer 42-11 en
minder Jimmy Spratt
who missed the contest with an
route to a 5-1 win in the Saturday exhibition
"Their guys made a good 2-on-l
ankle injury
play to score the goal there, but
To test a new CCHA rule the
jimmy was focused all the way Thomson high on the stick side finally paid off for BG in the third teams tried a new NHI. style
through after the goal," said head after a pass from sophomore when junior Kai Kantola gave shootout after the game, which
the Falcons their first lead of had no implication on BG's 5-1
lacobCepis.
coach Scott Paluch.
In a tightly called game both the game corralling a bouncing victory.
Wilfrid Laurier's lone lead of
the game didn't last as senior teams had a difficult time stay- puck and Ixviting Thomson on
Wilfrid Laurier won the shootTim Maxwell tied the game for ing out of the penalty box leading a bad angle shot. On BG's next out 2-0 as all three of BG's shooter
BG seven minutes later when to combined 58 penalty minutes powerplay senior Kevin Schmidt were stopped by Thomson and
increased BG's lead after collect- Spratt was beat twice on two simihis powerplay tally from the slot between the two teams.
Penalties by the Golden Hawks ing a rebound and scoring into a lar moves.
beat Golden Hawk goalie Mike
Reporter
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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From Page 6

returned four kicks for 74 yards
and the Eagles returned six for 76
yards.
Thedifferencecamein Eastern's
ability to rush the ball and the
number of penalty flags thrown
on the Falcons.
EMU came at the Falcons with
seven different rushers throughout the game to gain 147 yards
on 38 carries. Anthony Turner
carried the brunt of the rushing
load for BG with 55 yards on eight
carries.
Perhaps biggerthan that though
was the 80 yards the Falcons gave
EMU in penalties, including the
back breaking 15-yard late hit
penalty on Corey Partridge after
Kenny Lewis returned BG's final
kick to the 46-yard line.
That penalty would show to
be the difference between Sinisa
Vrvilo's 53-yard field goal which
flew far left and what could have
been a more manageable 38-yard
try as time expired.
Other mistakes by the Falcons
throughout the game included
Antonio Smith's fair catch interference, off-sides calls and holding penalties as well as mental
errors throughout the game.
Penalties had not been a big
issue for the Falcons this season
as they had no more than seven in
a game prior to Saturday. However,
they did have seven against both
Boise and Wyoming which when
combined with the ten against

NETTERS
From Page 6

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

PRIZESUDOKU™
DEMONS
From

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS
TOUCHDOWN!: Eagle running back Dwayne Priest scampers into the end rone during ihe third guarter o( Saturday's game

EMU is making Brandon rethink
his strategy.
"We have to fix those things
either with the players we're playing with or we have to replace
some guys," Brandon said. "That's
where we're at."
Sheehan, who had a good
looking stat line of 297 yards,
two touchdowns and a rushing
touchdown, knows there is more
he could have done throughout
the game.
"In those incompletions, I
missed some things," Sheehan
said. "I missed some things that
probably could have ended up

winning us the game."
So while it was just one play
that made the difference in the
game, all the other little things
throughout the contest set it up
to smash the Falcons and fans on
their I lomecoining.
"We've had a great crowd at two
straight home games, and we
haven't executed in either one of
thein," Sheehan said.
Senior defensive captain lohn
I lancline also had strong words
for the letdown.
"To be brutally honest, asa team

we didn't perform," Haneline said
For EMU and coach leff Genyk,

the change in setters

ETHAN MAGOC I TMFK.NrM
NON-STOP ACTION: The Fakons had little time lo resl in belween their Iwo weekend
matches. They played Kent less than 24 hours after beating Ohio.

set when I lalm came down on
her left ankle and it seemed she
was done for the match.
"I think I just pulled it really
bad, 1 came down on Kaitlin
lackson's fool and 1 heard a
crunch," Halm said.
Between sets Halm had the
ankle taped and was one of the
first Falcons on the court to
start the crucial fifth set. While
Corey Domek carried the offen-

sive load in the final set, a 15-5
victory for BG, with five kills
I lalm fought back from a bad
ankle lo record a kill and force
Kent's Ashley Fuctz lo error during an attack giving BG the win.
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been stressing."
TJ. Long | EMU lineman
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potential. It's been
something that we've
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Did you know?

Custom imprinted wearables

played up to our

but couldn't hold onto die ball.
Smith, who was bearing down
on White, picked up the ball and
sprinted deep into EMU territory. Replay showed thai Smith
made contact with White after
he signaled the fair catch and
a potential big play for BG was
overturned.
After the Eagles had marched
down the field and look a 2421 lead with 30 seconds left in
the game, BG receiver Corey
Partridge was flagged for a personal foul on the ensuing kickoff. The lapse proved costly, as
Kenny Lewis had returned the
kick to die BG 46. The Falcons
were knocked back to the 31,
milking their late attempt lo eke
out a win a long shot.
"We want to play as a team and
win as a team and we just didn't
execute today," Haneline said.
"We had the calls and everything
and we didn't go out there and
perform like we should."
The 24-21 deficit would slick,
and the Eagles, who were 21point underdogs going into
the game, crashed the Falcons'
Homecoming party.
"It's unfortunate we get the
penalty on the kickoff, or we're
kicking a field goal to tie the
game." Brandon said. "It's the
undisciplined little things, the
jumping offsides on third down.
Conference with 85.
The Falcons committed half That hasn't gone away. We've
of their penalties in the fourth got lo fix those things either
quarter alone, including argu- with the players that we're playably ihe two biggest of the game. ing with, or we need to replace
The first was in the spe- some guys."
Even with an improved
cial learns where cornerback
Antonio Smith was called for defense on Saturday, the Falcons
fair catch interference. White couldn't avoid being haunted by
called for a fair catch on a punt their past.

a 1982 BG graduate, the win was
a good rebound from their 37-0
home loss to Northern Illinois
lasi weekend. It is also the first
time that Genyk has beaten his
alma mater.
It also gives them some credibility after being rated by ESPN as
one of the 10 worst teams in all of
college football last week.
For the Falcons, it is a speed
hump in the road to a MAC East
title, but t he parody among teams
in the league can allow this loss to
gounnoticedintheendifBGdoes
a lot of winning in the rest of their
MAC' schedule.

"When Kent made

feeling, there was confidence
their offense and
and in the locker room we
just said we had to beat them," emotion on that side
Halm said.
Statistically BG had a rough
of the net changed.
night committing 25 errors at
the net and was outscored by
It think it really
Ohio throughout the match. But
when it mattered most in the
changed how they
fifth set the Falcons only committed three errors and had four
ran things."
of their match-high nine blocks.
Following the emotional win
Denise Van De Walle | BG coach
against Ohio, BG had less than
24 hours to prepare for a match
two kills while new Kent setter
with a tough Kent State team.
Led by sophomore Corey Lauren Simon had 10 assists to
Domek and Meghan Mohr, BG bring back the Flashes.
"When Kent made the
jumped out to a two-set-tonone lead while Kent struggled change in setters their offense
with their back row defense and and emotion on that side
their team passing. On BG's side of the net changed, I think
of the net Fish ran the offense it really changed how they
contributing 22 assists in the ran things," said head coach
Denise Van De Walle.
first two sets.
Simon continued to carry
After Kent changed setters the
Golden Flashes found new life at Kent in the fourth set as she lead
the same time BG's offense went the visitors to a 25-22 victory.
on life support. Mohr was the The biggest scare of the match
only Falcon to have more than for BG came late in the fourth

Months that
begin on a
Sunday will
always have

may have defined the game was
during the third quarter. Trailing
14-10 with 7:36 to play in the
frame, EMU handed the ball off
a siaggering 14 times in a row
and marched 73 yards downfield. Running back Dwayne
Priest capped off the drive with
a 12-yard touchdown tun off the
left tackle.
Priest reached the end zone
nearly untouched. To BG coach
Gregg Brandon, EMU's ability to
move the ball efficiently greatly
aided their win.
"They look care of the football,"
Brandon said. "We didn't help
ourselves, didn't create opportunities ... Thev took care of die
football."
In that third quarter alone,
EMU recorded 20 of its 38 rushing attempts and gained 101
of its 147 total yards. They also
burned almost 13 minutes off
the clock, making it difficult for
the Falcons to build any offensive rhythm of their own.
Overall, the members of the
Eagles' offense were very pleased
With their performance, especially given the struggles in their
previous four games.
T think that we played up to
our potential today," said senior
left tackle T.I. Lang. "It's been
something that we've been
stressing."
Penalties on both sides of the
ball also hurt the Falcons' effort.
For the game, they were whistled
10 limes for 80 yards—nearly 20
more yards than the Eagles. The
high number of yellow flags conjured memories of 2007, where
the Falcons were ranked in the
bottom tier of Ihe Mid-American

"I think that we
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1 Cowboy leggings
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1 Burn a bit
2 Dodge Ram engine
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Females
Persian poel Khayyam
Macho guy
Dorothy's dog
Fully cooked
Acid type
Model T or T-bird
Jackknife or swan
Verisimilitude
Girlie
26th letter
Energetic drive
Lacking vitality
Polo or sweat follower
Not native
Greenspan or Arkin
Verdi song
Trolley sound
Jug handles
Make advances
Flexible joint
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Nodding off
Condition
Part of a day
Ides of March rebuke
Comforting
Weird
Clammy
Blacksmith's block
Ms. Witherspoon
G-man
Ben's last name?
Lenin's successor
Rate of speed
Actress Nazimova
Perjurer
Parts of glasses
Bias
Round of applause
Guinness or Baldwin
Tirade
"Bus Stop" playwright
Mellowed
Office job category
More plump

Upstanding
Kicked away
Funny Sid
Toddler's apron
Ga. neighbor
Yuletide song
Tends tots
Composer Porter
R&D output
Emotionally strained
Rara _
Pass, as a law
Catch sight of
Science classes
Military standings

46
47
48
49
50
51
54
55
56
57
58
59
61

British rule in India
Jack Homer's dessert!
Societal station
Wanted poster information
Devour
Consecrate
Scotia, Canada
Superficial
"So Big" author
Ferber
Meager
Be without
Mach+ jets
Farm pen
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You open the paper everyday, what
would you like to see? This is your
paper, we just print it!
Send us your story suggestions and
ideas to suggestions@bgviews.com!

lews
Classified Ads
419-372-6977

Help Wanted

For Rent

BARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

3 BR house w/ bonus room.
like new! $700/mo.
Cozt.quiet 1 BR apt, $390/mo.
Call 419-654-5716

Tin- IWi News will not knowingly
tCCept HtWItbMMfltt (hat discriminau*. or cnvouraKV discrimination
■gainst any individual or group on
iln havis nf rate. sex. color, ca*ed,
roligion, national origin, sexual orientalion, disability, status as a veli-ran, 01 on thfl basis of any other
legally protected status.

Goodwill now hiring a Store Manager
and Assistant Manager for our
Bowling Green retail store location.
Bolh are lull-time positions offering
benefit options. Aply in person at
1058 Mam St. BG. E.O.E

Help Wanted

Needed: BGSU sorority cook.
Exp. pref, weekends off, ref. req.
Call 419-575-2922

Direct Care Openings! Wood Lane
Residential Services, Inc. is looking
for positive, patient people to provide
care to individuals with MR VI) Will
provide personal care & help w/ daily
iving skills. Flexible schedules full time, part time, & sub. positions
avail S8.50 -S13 18/hr based on
exp. Positions require High School
Diploma or GED and valid drivers
license, acceptable driving record
& pre-employment background
screening. Obtain application at
Wood County Board of MR/DD,
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd. BG,
Ent. B, Mon-Fri, 8am-4:30pm
or download application from
www.woodlanere8ldenlial.org.
E.O.E.
Earn SI000-$3200 a month
to drive new cars with ads
www.AdCarCity.com
Earn extra S, students needed ASAP
Earn up to $150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791
Eastwood HS seeking asst. varsity
wrestling coach for 2008-09 season.
Applicants contact Ralph Cubberty at
rcubberty@eastwood.k12 oh.us
Play costumes & educational characters for pre-school/grade school children. Fun part-time job!
1 -800-838-6960 or visit us at
www.mlllrowcharacter8.com

Spring Break 09, Work for Sun
Splash, Travel Free, 1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com

312 N. Enterprise
Clean, 3 Irg bdrm, C/A, all appl. incl.
Call 419-352-5882
832 Third St. 5 blks from campus.
3 BR, 1 bath, fenced in back yard.
Window A/C.
$840/mo.+ util. Call 419-392-2812.
Lrg 3 BR house close to downtown,
$750/mo + util. avail, immediately.
Call 419-308-2458.
Sub-leaser wanted for 1 BR apt.
455 1/2 S. Main. BG $530/mo
incl. W/D, Call 419-464-2013.

For Sale
Private prk pass avail $250 OBO.
Across from Kohl Hall, prime location
contact: bg.apartments@yahoo.com

For Rent

•Avail. NOW 1 or 2 BR apt. $425/mo.
Free web. furn?, AC, 300 E. Merry.
1/1/09 -1 or 2 BR apis low as $399,
showing houses for 09/10 SY.
See Cartyrentals.com
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.

Winthrop S Summit Terrace Apts.
400 Napoleon Road
Call 419-352-9135

SaillB'Sis different because
in this resolutely laid-back
setting, it consistendy serves
the best food between
Toledo & Columbus-and at
bargain basement prices..."

1-3 BR apt. $450-$650/mo + util.
1 BR in Victorian home, $275/mo
w/ util. Call 386-4405-3318.
230 Curtis - 2-3 BR house w/ appl,
garage & C/A. $750/mo ♦ dep. 8 util
Call 419-823-3439.
3 BR house at 317 N. Enterprise,
avail. NOW!
1 & 2 BR apis at 800 3rd St.,
Avail in Jan 2009.
Call 419-354-9740.

JOHN NEWLOVt EiAL I STATI, INC.
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
(Across From Taco Bell)

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30- 4:00
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